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IMPROVING THE CONVERGENCE OF ITERATIVE METHODS 
JAN ZITKO 
(Received October 1, 1982) 
1. INTRODUCTION. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
In the paper [1] an acceleration of the convergence of a sequence {xn}%L09 which 
is obtained from some convergent iterative process xn+1 = Gxn, is investigated. 
This process is used for solving an operator equation Ax = b in Hilbert space with 
a linear operator A. For two iterations xn and xn_x the author constructs a new 
element x„ = xn — cn(x„ — x„-i) such that for the real constant cn the norm ||f„|| = 
= ||b — Axn\\ is minimized. 
The aim of this paper it to present a general theoretical investigation of one class 
of methods for acceleration of convergence. This class extends essentially the extra­
polation procedure presented in the paper [1]. The computational procedures which 
have been developed for iterative solution of operator equations x = Tx + b on the 
basis of this theoretical investigation do not require the explicit knowledge of the 
spectrum or the spectral radius of the operator. T 
By Cn we denote the complex linear space of all column vectors x = (xl9 ..., x„)
T 
with complex components. The superscript T is used for transpose and H for con­
jugate and transpose. The vector et(n) is the i-th column of the n x n identity matrix / 
and 
e(«) = Xe ; (n) = ( l , l , . . . , l )
T . 
i - I 
If u? e C", i = 1, 2, ..., s, then (uu ..., us) is the matrix with columns ut. By R" 
we denote the real n-dimensional linear space. 0(n) denotes the null vector in Rn 
or Cn. 
Let X be a linear space with inner product (*, •). Let 
T:X ->X , H : X -> X 
be linear operators. We will consider the operator equation 
(1) x = Tx + b 
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and an iterative process 
(2) xn + ] = Txn + b , 
where b is a fixed element of X. Starting from an x0 e l , form the sequence {x/J}^L0 
according to the formula (2) and let this sequence be convergent with a limit x*. 
Let / > 1, k, m0, m1? ...,ml be integers and let the inequalities 
(3) mt > ml_1 > . . . > m1 > m0 = 0 , 
(4) k > mt 
be valid. The above presented notational conventions and relations are assumed to be 
valid throughout this paper. 
The problem to be considered in this paper is that of finding complex numbers 
(x(0
k), . . . ,a (/° to satisfy 
(5) Zaf) = l , 
i = 0 
(6) \\H(x* - S a f V J l l = min ||__(x* - Z / U - m , ) | , 
i = 0 ßєШ i = 0 
ß = (ßo,...,ßi)Г 
l 
where 9M c: Cz+1 is a set of all vectors satisfying the relation J] /.; = 1. (The norm 
i = 0 
is defined by the inner product in a usual way.) 
The operator H should be chosen in such a form that it is possible to evaluate 
the expression in the norm. One special case is shown at the end of this paper. 
We shall show that on the basis of certain assumptions there exists just one vector 
a(/c) = (a(0
fc), ..., a\k))r e C/+1 whose components are solutions to the problem (5), (6) 
and we shall give various formulas for the calculation of the a\k). Moreover, we shall 
investigate some relations between the structure of the spectrum of T and the possi­
bilities of constructing the a(fc). The components of the vector a(fc) will be called 
coefficients of extrapolation. 
In forthcoming papers we shall investigate the convergence of the coefficients 
<x(k) for k —> oo. Moreover, we shall present special detailed extrapolation procedures 
k 
and show that the sequence {yk} constructed by the formula yk = £ af
 )x/c_m. con-
i = 0 
verges faster to x* than the sequence { x j . Some remarks concerning the calculation 
are to be found at the end of this paper. 
2. AUXILIARY THEOREMS 
Let 
Mk = (/i0, /Li,...,//<), nteX , i = 0, . . . , t 
1V/c = (v0> v1? ..., vs), vteX , i = 0, ..., s 
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be two row vector with elements in X. By Nk ® Mk we denote the complex (s 4- 1) x 
x (t -f- 1) matrix of the form 
((Po, vo),(jUi,vo), • . . , ( ^ , vo)\ 
(Vo, vi)> (i"l- Vi), . . . , ( / * „ v , ) 
\(l<0> VS)> 0 " l , Vs), . . . , ( / / „ Vs)y 
Further, we put 
(7) et = x* - xh nt = HSi, 
(7') b =(p0,fS1,...,piyeC
l+i , 
(7") -#* = (nk,nk-mi,.",nk-m), 
0f") Qk=Hk®Hk. 
Let us observe that the vector a(/c) is a minimizing vector of the function f, 
(8) f(Po>Pi,...,Pi) = l>"Qkb, 
where the vector b = (/j*0, ..., f]^
7 is to be found on the set $ft. 
If A = (ai/)i,/=ijn is an n x n complex matrix then Re A and Im A are real n x n 
matrices (Re atj) and (Im aiJ)ijsslt_i„ and 4
(*} is a 2/i x 2n real matrix 
/Re 4, - I m A \ 
\ Im A, Re A/ * 
Lemma 1. Let vl5 ..., v„ b£ r? linearly independent elements from X and let us put 
-Vi = ( v i , v 2 , . . . , v „ ) , 
^ 2 = ( v l - V2, V2 - V3, . . . , V„_i - V„). 
Then the following hold: 
1) The elements 
(9) vt - v2, v2 - v3, ..., vw_! - vn 
are linearly independent. 
2) The matrix N2 ® N2 is positive definite. 
3) The matrix (N2 ® N2)
(*} is symmetric and positive definite. 




5) The matrix M ( * } is nonsingular. 
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R e m a r k . The matrix IV2 ® NL is an (n — 1) x n matrix. 
Proof. Let (yl9 ..., y„_i)
T be an arbitrary vector from Cn~i and put 
(10) (<51,...,<5„)
T = KT(y1 , . . . ,7„_1 , - yn^)
T , 
where K = (ex(n), e2(n) — ex(n), ..., e ^ ^ n ) — e„_2(n), e„(n)) is a nonsingular 
matrix. From the identity 
n-í 
1 = 1 
Xr.(v/ - vi+i) = E^.-
from (10) and from the independence of vl9 ..., vrt it follows easily that the elements 
(9) are linearly independent. 
The statements of 2) and 3) are evident. 
It is obvious that det M = det (N2 ® TV2), hence M is nonsingular. 
Finally, let M(*}u = 0(2n), where 
u = ("-' 
\ U 2 
e B 2 n 
with ul9 u2e R
n. Then the vector v = ux + iu2 _ C" solves the equation My = ©(n) 
and conversely, if v solves the latter equation, then u solves the former one. But M 
is nonsingular and therefore M* is nonsingular. 
Theorem 1. Let vl9 ..., vrt be linearly independent elements in X. We put 
A = ( v 1 , . . . , v „ ) 0 ( v i , . . . , v J I j . 
Let us define for every vector x = (#1? ..., #,,)
T e Cn the function f: 
(H) /(».,...,_„) =xH.4x. 
Finally, we define the set M\ 
^ = p 1 , . . . , , 9 n )
T e C " | ^ 1 + . . . + 3_ = 1} . 
Then 
1) there exists One and On/y One vectOr z = (fl9 ..., („)
Te_# such that 
f(Ci,...»0= min f(rjl9...9rjn). 
(ni,---,r}n)
reJi 
2) For the vector zfrom 1) we have the formula 
(12) z = (e(n)T A"1 e(n))-1 A"1 e(n) . 
3) If we denote 




then the matrix At is nonsingular and the vector z from 1) which minimizes the 
function f is the solution of the equation 
(12') A,z = e„(n). 
Proof. Put B = A<*», & = R e 3 ; , t;i+„ = Im S„ o = ( £ „ . . . , £n)
T, * = (£,+ , , . . . 
..., £2„)
T, where (9,, ..., 5„)T 6 C" is an arbitrary element. From (11) we obtain 
(13) / ( S , , . . . , 9.) = (uT, vT) 6 ( " ) = F(£., ..., £2„) , 
where I 1 6 K2" and (wT, vT) is evidently its transpose. 
Let gl9 g2 be two real functions of In real variables defined by the relations 
gi^i,...,^*) = Zi + ... + L - i 
g2\Sl» •? S2«) ™ SM+1 + - . . + S2n ' 
Let «V be the set of all vectors (£l5 ..., £2tt)
Te K2" which satisfy the conditions 
(14) gl(^l,...^2n) = 0 , 
(140 g2\£l,...,s:2,,) = 0 . 
We have obtained an equivalent problem, i.e., to find a minimum of the function F 
on the set Jf. Using the well known theorem from analysis, we first solve the system 
of equations 
(15) dI^A + ri
djM + r2
dlM = o, 
K S$j dtj dtj 
(16) t7i(*i) -= 0 , t?2(*i) = 0 
for j = 1, . . . , 2w, where we have put z1 = (£1; £2, ..., £2„), or equivalently 
e ( „ ) T ( ^ , . . . , g T = 1, e ( n ) T ( c „ + 1 , . . . , U
T = 0 , 
where r2 and r2 are multiplicators. Substituting here X — \r^ + i \r2 and z == 
= (Ci, ..., C„)T, where Cj = €j + '£./+«> we obtain from (17) an equivalent form 
of the equations (17), i.e. 
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(18) Az + X e(n) = 0{n) , 
(18') e ( „ ) T z = l . 
The system (18), (18') has a unique solution 
(19) A = - ( e ( „ ) T A - e ( „ ) ) - ; __ * ' ' < " ) -
e(ny A * e(n) 
which implies that the system (15) and (16) or (17) has a unique solution. Since the 
quadratic form 
/,m= 1 V 5 ^ O^m a^y 5£m 5^- S^m / 
where y = (i_, ..., T2„)
T e R2r\ is positive definite, it follows that zi is the minimum 
of the function F on Jf or equivalently zT is the unique minimum of the function 
/ on Jt. 
By successive elimination of A in the system (18) and by omitting the last equation 
we obtain together with (18;) directly the system (12'). The regularity of Ai follows 
immediately from Lemma 1. • 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE NUMBERS a(/° 
Let {u/Jĵ Lo c: X. The notation dtjuk and dtuk will be used for differences 
(20) dijuk = uk_mi_l - uk_mj9 
(20') dtuk = O\;u/c = w ^ , . , ~ Mk_m< , 
where the numbers mf and / have been defined at the beginning of this paper. Further, 
putting 
Lk = (S1nk9S2rik,...9d^k)9 
we can introduce the matrix 
s _(Lk0l 
bk \e(l + 1)T 
Let us remark that we have defined ^9 Hk by formulae (7), (7'). A procedure for the 
construction of coefficients of extrapolation which we have denoted by txf) immedia-
tely follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 1. 
Theorem 2. Let X be a linear space with inner product. Let T: X -» X, H : X -> X 
be linear operators. Assume that for x0e X the sequence {xn}^=0 obtained from (2) 
tends to a limit x*. Assume further that integers I > 0, m0, ..., mx and k fulfil 
the inequalities (3) and (4). 
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If the matrix Qk is positive definite, then there exists one and only one vector 
<x(k) = (a0
fc), aik), . . . ,a (/°)T which solves the problem (5), (6). For the vector <x(k) 
we have 
(21) a « = (e(„)^Qr; 1e(„))- 1Qr; 1e(n) 
Or 
(21') Sta<*> = e i + 1( / + 1) . 
Putting a(fc) = £(fc) + i£(k), we can write (2V) in the form 
(22) c W l ^ V l ^ i O + 1 ) ' 
s* ^*v~w + i) 
Proof. The statement of this theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 
and Theorem 1. • 
Example . Let J = 1, m1 = 1. Then the system (21) or (2V) has a solution 
fa-i, V"fc) . a(fc) = fa, Vfl/c) 
(Vfc, Vnfc) '
 l (Vnk, Wnk) ' 
a{к) -
CXQ — , CXi — 
where 
Víyfc = rçfc - Цk-X . 
4. WHEN IS THE MATRIX Qk POSITIVE DEFINITE? 
Let us use the notation and assumptions of Sections 1 — 3; moreover, let X be 
Hilbert space, T a bounded linear operator and let H"1 exist. The spectrum of T 
has the following structure: There exist finite sequences {ik}
r
k = i of positive integers 
and {Aj^=1 c C for some integer r > 1 such that each Xk is a pole of the resolvent 
operator of order ik, 
(23) |Ar| = | A 2 | = ... = [Ar| > 0 , 
Af # Xj for i + j 
and 
( A e o ( r ) , A * A,, i = l , . . . , r }=>|A | < |Ar| . 
For a fixed j e <1, r> let C; be the circumference with center A7- and radius g7- > 0 
such that 
{A e C | \X - Aj| = Oy} n O(T) = {A,-} . 
Moreover, let K = {A e C \ \x\ = T}, where t > r(T) and Kc = {A e C \ \x\ = Oc}, 
where gc is taken such that 
(230 {A | |A| = ec} n d(T) = G(T) - {Al5..., Ar} . 
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Without any loss of generality we can assume that 
(24) Bjhe0 + 0 for all j = l , 2 , . - . . , r , 
and 
(25) k > max (ij) , 
j=l,2,...,r 
where 
2TT' J Q 
From (1), (2) and (7) it follows that 
(26) ek = T
ke0 = — f A* R(X, T) e0 dX = — £ [ l
k JR(A, T) £0 dA + 
2ITiJK 27iiI=iJC j 
+ — f A f cK(A,T)£odA= t t (
 k W I + 1 * J A > + — f AfcK(A,T)e0dA. 
27iiJ * c j=i i=i \ i - 1/ 27iiJKc 
Lemma 2. The vectors Bjte0 for j = 1, 2 , . . . , r and i = 1, 2, ..., î  for every j 
are linearly independent. 
Proof. The statement of this lemma immediately follows from the definition 
by using the relation 
B M + 1 =(T-i.jI)BJtk. • 
Put 
(27) HBj^jl)-1 = vji, 
(28) H j - - f A* K(A, T) e0 dA^ = v(k) . 
Lemma 3. The vectors vjt for j = 1, 2 , . . . , r and i = 1, 2, ..., ij for every j are 
linearly independent. 
The p r o o f is obvious. • 
From (24), (27), (28) we have 
(29) „k = Hek= t £ (
 k ) XkjVji + v(k). 
1=1 *=1 \l ~ 1 / 
Let JT be the set of all pairs (j, i) for j = 1, 2 , , . . , r and i = 1, 2 , . . . , ij for every 
f Let 
^ j > « = ^{^1i}(L»*)e-r-(#»,<0 > 
i.e., the linear space generated by all the vectors vjh j = 1 , . . . , r; i = I, ..., f,., 
except vpr Denote 
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and put for every (j, i) 
isr = ^ e ^ . 
It is easy to see that dim Wji = 1 and if 
(30) -Tji - _ > , , } , ( w , e l ) , 
then 
(31) („,,, w,;) 4= 0 . 
Denote 
r 
(32) * = £ i j ( = card J f ) . 
1=i 
Lemma 4. Put yk = nk - v(fc). If m, < t and fc - mx > max (iy), thew the vectors 
y/t, yfe-mi, •••, yfc-mj a r e linearly independent. U) 
i 
Proof. For some j80, ...,fit from C l e t ^ ^ ^ _ m . = 0. Then we have for the 
scalar products I = 0 
(33) (_/*.*-».. w„) = ° 
i = 0 
for every pair (p, q) e X . Using (29), (30) and (31) we obtain from (33) 
(34) ifil(
k~m')xk,-"-'+l=0. 
i=o \q - 1 / 
If 
(35) I N 2 > 0 , 
i = 0 
we can assume without any loss of generality that fi0 + 0. Then (34) implies that the 
polynomial P defined by 
P(z) = j30z
fc + ^zk-^ + . . . + piZ
k-m 
r 
\ has fc - mt + £ h = fc ~
 m* + t r o o t s - But f > m, and fc -- m. + * > fc and there-
s = l 
fore (35) does not hold. • 
Order the set JT in the following finite sequence: 
(1 ,10 , (1 ,4 - i ) , . . . , ( i , i ) , 
( 3 6 ) ( 2 , i 2 ) , ( 2 , i 2 - l ) , . . . , ( 2 , l ) , 
(r, ir), (r, ir - 1), ..., (r, 1). 
This ordering of pairs will be observed throughout this paper. 
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Let the symbol c(k) denote a vector from Cf whose p-th component is ( . J A*, 
where the pair (j, i) lies at the T-th place in the sequence (36). For a positive integer 
v ^ k the symbol j£?fc>v denotes the subspace in X generated by the vectors v(k), 
v(k — 1), . . . ,v(k — v), where these vectors are defined by (28). For ^keS£kv the 
symbol d(£k) denotes a vector from C
f with components of the form 
(3 7) (c*> *ji)Kvji> WJ>) > 
where Wjt are defined by (30). 
Our aim is to prove that the vectors rjk, nk.mi, ..., r]k_mi are linearly independent 
for all k ^ k0 for some k0. 
Lemma 5. Let p(z) be a polynomial and JJL > 0 an integer. Let j e (\, r>. Construct 
a sequence (xk} a C




where £ke J£kp and the components of d(£k) have the form (31). Then 
lim xk == G(t) . 
Proof. For an integer n e <0, /i> let the symbol fs(k, n) denote the scalar product 
(v(k — n), wpq), where (p, q) lies at the s-th place in the sequence (36). We have defined 
v(k - n) = H f—m j X
k~n R(X, T) s0 dA J. 
Let us estimate 
(38) \p(k).XJkfs(k,n)\< 
^ \\wpq\\ . \p(k)\ . \XJ
k\ .\\H\\. — . 2UQC . Q
k- . max |R(A, T|| . ||fi01 • 
2n U|=ec 
According to the assumption (23'), QC < \X\. The estimate (38) yields 
limp(/c)Л7Vs(M = 0. 
fc-» 00 
The rest is obvious. • 
Theorem 3. Let ml < t. There exist an integer k0 such that the vectors r]k, nk_ 
..., nk-mi are linearly independent for all k ^ k0. 
Proof. The t x (l + 1) matrix 
(39) Fk = (c(k), c(k - m,), ..., c(k - m,)) 
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has the rank l + 1 for all fc ^ max (ij) + mf + 1 = ki. This statement follows 
from Lemma 4. ( j ) 
The s-th row of the matrix Fk has the form 
(40) / fc \ fc /fc - mA fc_mi / k - m,\ fc_mi 
where the pair (j, i) lies at the s-th place in the sequence (36). Since Ffci has a maximal 
rank, it follows that there exists a nonsingular matrix G^ with rows of the form 
(40) for / + 1 pairs 
(41) (Po> qo)>(Pi> 4i) , —>(Pi> Qi) 
from the set / . Let a pair (ph qt) be the s r th term in the sequence (36). Let for 
k __ fci, 
(42) £)»«_- , . , = 0 , 
i = 0 
where /?; _ C. Then 
(43) ( _ ^ - r a i , w p , ) = 0 
i = 0 
for any pair (p, q) from the set (41). Using (29), (30), (31) and (37) we obtain from (43) 
(44) £ o Pi [ Q ~_
m;) AJJ- + es,(t)
T d(Cfe)] - 0 f 
where Cfc e *-?*,„,. 
Let Gfc be the matrix of the system (44), G£
2) = Gfc — Gfc
1} and 
(45) G<3> = G<1>.diag(A;o
fc,...,!;,"). 
Since det Gfc
3) is a polynomial in k and det G[3) + 0, there exists an integer k2 g fc1 
such that det G(3) + 0 for all k ^ k2. Put 
detG ( 3 ) = ynok"° + yno_1fc
K°-1 + . . . + y 0 , 
where yno + 0. Then (45) yields 
(46) det G<» = ( rjo4) fc- L + Y J L ] . 
Developing det Gfc, we have 
(47) de tG t = detG<
1>+ £ det (g«°>(fc),..., g«"(fc)), 
«0,«1,...,?1=1 
no(«o = ?i = ... = { i = l ) 
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where 
g?\k) = G™ e;(/ + 1) and g? \k) = G<
2> e,.(/ + 1). 
Lemma 5 immediately implies that 
lim [*"° 11 4 ) " ' det (So °\k)> • • - tf'W] = 0 
& -* 00 7 = 0 
for every (£0, ..., ^J 4= (1, 1, ..., 1). From (46) and (47) we have 
detGk = fc»°fKV + ' £ - £ - + 
7 = 0 L « o - l k 
+ ( f c " 0 l l 4 ) " 1 £ det(g^)(/c),...5g«')(fc)l 
7 = 0 ?0,«1, . . . ,«I»1 
no(^i=^2 = ... = ^ I = l ) 
and therefore there exists k0 > k2 such that the for all k = k0, det Gk =# 0. Hence 
the system (42) has only the trivial solution for all k = k0 . • 
Now, we can formulate the main theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let X be a Hilbert space, Te [X], H e [ l ] ami /et H-1 exist. We 
suppose that for x0 e X the sequence {x„}£L0 obtained from (2) lends tO a //mil x*. 
Let integers / > 0, r > 1 m0, m1? ..., mt fulfil the inequalities (3) and (4), ml < t. 
Let Xlt..., Xr be poles of R(X, T) of order il9..., ir, respectively, and 
|A.| > |A2| ^ . . . ^ |A.| > \X\ 
for any X e o(T), X #= A;, j = 1, ..., r. Let Xt 4= Xjfor i #= j , Ur| > 0 and (24) hO/d. 
Then there exists an integer k0 > max (i ;) + m? such lhal /Or a// k = k0 lhe 
(I) 
matrix Qk is positive definite. Therefore, for every k = k0 lhere exists one and only 
one vector a(fc) = (a0
f c ) , . . . , a(z
fc))T such that (5) and (6) are va/id. The numbers a(fc) 
are aiven by lhe formulae (21) Or (2V). • 
The statements of this main theorem follow from previous assertions. 
5. REMARKS FOR CALCULATION 
Detailed extrapolation procedures will be published in forthcoming papers. Here 
we shall make only a few remarks with a sample example. In practical calculation 
of coefficients of extrapolation we may proceed according to Theorem 2 (or Theorem 
4). We usually take / = 1, 2 or 3. It is convenient to put mt = in{i = 1, ..., /) and 
H = I — Tn for some integer n. In this case nk = xk+n — xk and the relation 
(48) rjk+1 = Tnk 
holds. Now we present one extrapolation procedure for acceleration of the iterative 
process (2). 
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1) Take an integer kx > (I + 1) n and put k := kx. 
2) Evaluate xl9 x2, ..., xfc_(/_1)n according to (2) and a corresponding vector 
nk-in-
3) Evaluate nfc_jn + 1, r/fc_/n+2, ...,^/c according to (48) (in what follows we need 
only t]k-ln, nk-{l-1)n,..., nk-n, nk) and 
Xfc-(/-s-l)n = Xk-(l~s)n + nk-(l-s)n l 0 r S = V •••? ' ~" 1 • 
4) Form a matrix Qfc or Sk and solve the system 
<?,«<*> = - A e ( / + l ) l r S a W _ e (l + i) 
e(/+ l)V> = 1 } o r 5 ' a -•i+U' + lJ. 
5) Calculate 
yfc = *o)xk + « ! % - „ + ... + aifc)x,_/n , 
Xk + n = Xk + nk 
and the vectors nk+\, ...,nk+n. 
6) Put k + ft -» k and repeat this procedure from step 4). 
In another paper it will be proved that the sequence {yfc,+,„}__ 0 converges faster 
to x* than the sequence {xfcl+s„}^_o-
As an example we consider a model problem. Let a rectangle O = ABCD in the 
plane be given. Suppose the cooidinates of the points A, B, C, D are A = (x0, y0), 
B = (xN+i>yo)> D = (xo, yM+i)> c = (x;v+i>yM+i)- Moreover, assume that a uni-
form mesh exists with the mesh size h such that 
x * + i = xo + (N + 1) h , y M + 1 = y0 + (Af + 1) h . 
Consider now the equation 
(49) -Aw = 0 on Q, 
u(x, y) = 0 on d(Q) . 
By the five point difference approximation of (49) we obtain the system of linear 
algebraic equations 
(50) Ax = 0 . 
Let us expres 
>-. = D - L - U 
and rewrite the system (50) in the form 
x = J^^X , 
where 
&m = (D - cDL)-
1 (coU + (1 - co) D) . 
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For the initial approximation x 0 we choose 
x 0 = ( 1 , 1 , . . . , 1 )
T . 
We take M = 20, N = 30, OJ = 1-5 and compare the sequence {xk} obtained from 
the S.O.R. iteration (xk+1 = i ' ^ ) with the sequence {yk} obtained from {xk} by-
using the extrapolation procedure described in this part. We take / = 3, n = 6. 
In both cases we compare norms of the error vectors. 
Table 
S.O.R. iterations Extrapolated 
iterations 
32 0-73632 . 10~ 2 0-50524 , 10" -з 
56 0-22313 , 10~ 2 0-26337 , 10" -5 
92 0-36119. 1 0 " 3 0-20895 . 10" -8 
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S o u h r n 
URYCHLENÍ KONVERGENCE ITERAČNÍCH METOD 
JAN ZÍTKO 
Nechť Xje lineární prostor se skalárním součinem. Nechť T : X - > X a H : X - > X 
jsou lineární operátory. Uvažujme operátorovou rovnici 
(1) x = Tx + b 
a iterační proces 
(2) xn+l = Txn + b 
Předpokládejme, že pro počáteční vektor x 0 posloupnost {x„}£L0 sestrojená 
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podle předpisu (2) konverguje k vektoru x*. Nechť / > 1, k, m0, m 1 ? . . . , mx jsou celá 
čísla splňující nerovnosti 
(3) mx > ml^1 > ... > m1 > m0 = 0 , 
(4) k > mt. 
V této práci je studován problém sestrojit čísla a0, ..., a
fc splňující podmínky 
(5) ía? '-- ! , 
l 
(6) | | ! í ( ^ - Z « ( ^ - m ( ) I = min | / / ( x * - X f e - m , ) | | . 
i = 0 (^o,..../3i)Te9}l i = 0 
ř 
kde^ft cz Cz + 3 je množina všech vektorů (jg0, j8 1 ?..., /?Z)
T splňujících relaci £ jSř = 1. 
i = 0 
Norma je definována pomocí skalárního součinu obvyklým způsobem. Operátor H 
je volen tak, aby bylo možné vyčíslit výraz v normě ve vztahu (6). 
V práci je ukázáno, že za jistých předpokladů existuje právě jeden vektor (a0
fc), ... 
..., (x\k))T e Cz+1, jehož složky řeší problém (5) a (6) a jsou uvedeny různé postupy 
na jeho výpočet. Kromě toho je studována souvislost mezi strukturou spektra 
operátoru Ta možností konstrukce čísel ocfc, které nazýváme koeficienty extrapolace. 
Výsledek je formulován ve Větě 4 (Theorem 4). Práce je zakončena numerickým 
experimentem. Uvažujeme řešení Laplaceovy rovnice na obdélníku. Obvyklou 
pětibodovou diferenční aproximací obdržíme soustavu lineárních algebraických 
rovnic. Pro síť, kterou jsme zvolili v příkladu, má matice soustavy řád 600. Tuto 
soustavu řešíme iterační metodou S.O.R. K posloupnosti iterací, kterou obdržíme 
užitím metody S.O.R. pro co = 1,5 a počáteční aproximaci x 0 = (1, 1, ..., l )
T pak 
sestrojíme posloupnost {yk} pro vybraná k, kde 




í = 0 
Volíme H = I — T6, / = 3, mt = 61 a srovnáváme normy xk — x*|| a ||yk — x*||. 
Tabulka na konci článku reprezentuje číselně tyto normy pro několik vybraných 
iterací. 
V článku, který následuje vyšetříme konvergenci čísel a(ř
fc) pro k -> co. Tato 
čísla jsme nazvali koeficienty extrapolace. Dále ukážeme obecně, že posloupnost 
{yk} definovaná >ztahem (7) konverguje k x* rychleji než posloupnost {x j sestrojená 
podle (2). 
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